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We report an experimental measurement of the temporal dependence of the areaAus in a two-
dimensional soap froth which has not been swept by the passage of soap films up to timet,
as the froth coarsens from an initial timet0 within the scaling regime. We findAus scales
with the mean cell areakAl as Aus ~ kAl2u0

, with a first-passage exponentu0  1.16 6 0.02; and
for the average perimeterkPl: kPl ~ kAlc 0

and Aus ~ kPlf0

with values of the scaling exponents
c 0  0.49 6 0.01 and f0  2.38 6 0.02. We also find a scaling function inAusstdyAusst0d versus
kAstdlykAst0dl. [S0031-9007(97)02491-5]

PACS numbers: 82.70.Rr, 02.50.–r, 05.70.Ln
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The study of domain coarsening following a quenc
from a high-temperature disordered phase to a low te
perature ordered one is relevant in many areas of phys
ranging from the evolution of crystalline domains in me
allurgy, to the initial stages of evolution of the Univers
in cosmology [1]. Typically, domain patterns evolve int
a scaling regime in which statistical pattern properties a
time invariant and the average domain size increases
a power lawta . While these features have been we
established experimentally and theoretically in classic s
tistical mechanical problems such as spinodal decomp
sition and Lifshitz-Slyozov processes, attention has be
shifted more recently to properties related to the zer
temperature relaxational dynamics of certain theoretic
models, which being unrelated to the usual response fu
tions, are characterized by new nontrivial universal exp
nents [2–4]. These properties are related to the survi
probability of domains, namely, how long until they ar
overrun by domain walls. The exponents have been cal
lated in various ways in the case of one-dimensionalq-state
Potts models [5–7], and estimated numerically from com
puter simulations of the two-dimensional versions of the
models [8]. An approximate method for computing thes
exponents for arbitrary dimensions (for the Ohta-Jasno
Kawasaki model [9]) was given in [10,11].

To our knowledge, only one experimental work has a
dressed the measurement of an exponent of this type
a physical system [12]. The system consists of patte
of droplets condensing on a surface called breath figur
whose evolution is driven by droplet condensation and co
lescence. Breath figures cannot be adequately modeled
domain coarsening of Potts models, and therefore a co
parison between existing theoretical predictions based
these models and the experimental results was preclud

In this paper, we present the results of an experimen
measurement of exponents related to the zero-tempera
Potts models. Our experiment was performed on
two-dimensional soap froth, a system whose evolutio
is well mimicked by q-state Potts model for largeq
588 0031-9007y97y78(8)y1588(4)$10.00
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[13,14]. Coarsening two-dimensional soap froths hav
been studied extensively in recent years [15,16]. Th
various distributions characterizing the scaling state f
the froths have been measured, and it has been establis
that the average bubble area increases linearly with tim
(a  1) [17,18]. Theoretical results reproduce well this
behavior [19,20]. In the present case, we focus o
attention on the time dependence ofAusstd, the area
inside all the bubbles which has not been swept b
films up to time t, after letting the froth coarsen from
an initial time t0 within the scaling regime. According
to the computer simulations of Derrida, de Oliveira, an
Stauffer [8], the ratioAusstdyAusst0d decays as a power
law t2u with u ø 0.86, a prediction that we specifically
check. They also introduce two other exponents related
the average perimeterkPl: kPl ~ tc , andAusstd ~ kPlf.
They get the values of the scaling exponentsc  0.46
and f  2.0. We have measured these values for soa
froth in two dimensions and find similar value foru but
slightly different values for the other exponents.

Our experiment was performed in a26.7 3 36.8 cm2

chamber consisting of two 1.6 cm thick rectangular Plex
glas plates separated by a 0.16 cm thick spacer. Arou
20 000 soap bubbles of different sizes were pumped in
the chamber initially so as to create a random froth fro
the outset. The scaling regime set in after about 6
when there were around 6000 bubbles in the froth. Th
scaling state was identified by monitoring the stationari
of the distribution of number of sides. We have chose
two starting times,t1  12 h (2000 bubbles) andt2 
36 h (800 bubbles), for the measurements of unswe
area. The latest time for the experiment is 160 h wit
200 bubbles. A high resolution charge-coupled devic
camera (1037 3 1344 pixels) was used to capture image
of the froth every 10 min during its evolution. To obtain
the temporal dependence of the area within bubbl
which was not swept by any bubble boundary up to
given time t, we formed groups of seven to twenty-
five consecutive snapshots with a one-snapshot over
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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between groups. All the snapshots within a group we
then superimposed automatically, and swept sites w
mapped out by image processing. Since the ten min
interval between snapshots of the evolution cannot capt
very fast T1 processes except for the states before a
after the transition, there was a need to correct loca
superimposed images where such processes took pl
Starting from an initial pattern at an arbitrary timet0

within the scaling regime, all the groups up to timet
were then superimposed. To illustrate the technique,
show in Fig. 1 a series of such superimposed imag
for different times. The white disconnected domain
represent the areas unswept by soap films, while
shaded connected region represents the past and pre
positions of bubble boundaries.

In Fig. 2 we show plots ofAusstd as a function of
t  t 2 t0, starting from two different values oft0  t1,
andt2, within the scaling regime of the same run. Powe
law behavior sets in only a long time aftert0, during
n is the
e latest
FIG. 1. Superimposed snapshots of a coarsening froth up to timet, starting from the initial state shown in (a), and after
(b) 25.66 h, (c) 75.00 h, and (d) 150.00 h. The white disconnected regions are unswept areas while the shaded regio
swept area. (d) The black connected lines are the boundaries of the froth at the latest time: they mark the survivors at th
time.
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which the average bubble area changes by a factor
about 10. This limits the period over which power-law
behavior is observed: only a decade for our earlier choi
of t0, while it is shorter for the later choice oft0 (the
small number of bubbles in the froth at the latest stag
of evolution precludes continuation of the run for lack o
statistics). A power-law fit to the late portion of the long
data set (witht0  t1) yields u  0.88 6 0.02. Similar
fit to the short data set (witht0  t2) yields smalleru
with large error bars. As for the other exponents, we g
c  0.35 6 0.02, f  2.38 6 0.02. These results are
consistent, despite their differences, with those obtain
in the simulation of Derrida, de Oliveira, and Stauffe
[8]. The discrepancy may be caused by the sensiti
dependence on the absolute time origint?. Without any
a priori knowledge of the time origin, a better way is to
usest 2 t?d as the dependent variable.

In order to avoid any bias of the exponents on th
choice of time origin, we decide to use the mean bubb
1589
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FIG. 2. Log-log plot of area of unvisited sitesAusstd vs
t  t 2 t0 for t0  36.00 h (square) andt0  12 h (dot).

areakAl for our time scale. Indeed, the error introduce
by the dependence of the exponent ont0 is resolved by
using kAstdl, since this is the physical quantity to be
compared with the unswept area as the froth evolv
Furthermore, the errors inAus and kAl compensate when
we plot them against each other, but compound when
plot Aus vs time. This is obvious in the scaling regime
as kAstdl is linear in time. The choice of the origin of
time is now resolved by noting that one can associate
origin with zero mean bubble area. In usingkAl as the
independent variable, we have the following definition
of scaling exponents:Aus ~ kAl2u0

, kPl ~ kAlc 0

, andAus ~

kPlf0

(note thatf0  f). Figure 3(a) shows the log-log
plot of unvisited sitesAusstd vs the average areakAstdl
for two initial times t0  t1 and t0  t2 as in Fig. 2. We
see that Fig. 3(a) has larger ranges for the power-law
supporting the use ofkAl as a better choice of independen
variable. Power-law fits to both sets of data giveu0 
1.16 6 0.02 andu0  1.30 6 0.05 for the long and short
data sets, respectively. Figure 3(b) shows a log-log plot
Ausstd vs thekPl, and the slope yieldsf  f0  2.38 6

0.02 using the long data set. Furthermore, a log-log plot
kPl vs kAl yieldsc 0  0.49 6 0.02. The values ofu0, c 0,
andf0 are consistent with the relationf0  u0yc 0.

Since the intrinsic scale of the system iskAl, the time
scales for all the physics are related to this quantit
the larger thekAl, the slower the dynamics. Thus, the
unswept area of a froth with initial mean areakAst1dl
and the unswept area of the froth with initial mea
area kAst2dl at a different time are the same whe
rescaled by their values att1 andt2, respectively. Hence,
we expect a scaling law for the unswept area in th
following form AusstdyAusst0d  FskAstdlykAst0dld. This
is shown in Fig. 4 for two differentt0  t1, t2. The
1590
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FIG. 3. (a) Log-log plot of area of unvisited sitesAusstd vs
kAstdl for t0  36.00 h (square) andt0  12 h (dot). (b) Log-
log plot of area of unvisited sitesAusstd vs P for t0  36.00 h
(square) andt0  12 h (dot).

collapse of the two sets of data supports the scalin
function forAusstdyAusst0d. While our data seem to have
converged fairly well, we cannot rule out that the valu
of the measured exponentsu0, c 0, and f0 would change
slightly in a longer run on a larger system, and approac
more closely the values predicted by the Potts mode
However, if this discrepancy is real, it implies that the
dynamics of theq-state Potts model do not describe a
the aspects of froth coarsening.

In an effort to understand whyAusstd decays with a
nontrivial exponentu0, we find it instructive to compare
the pattern of unswept domains at the latest time me
sured with the surviving froth at this same time. The su
perposition of these two is shown in Fig. 1(d). Notice
that while a large part of unswept domains are locate
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FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the ratioausstd  AusstdyAusst0d vs
astd  kAstdlykAst0dl. There are two values ofAst0d for t0 
36.00 h (square) andt0  12 h (dot).

well within the interior of the surviving bubbles, only a
small number of these domains touch the bubble boun
aries. The changes of the unswept areaAusstd at t, or
a short time thereafter,t 1 dt, come mainly from these
domains, while the domains in the bubble interiors onl
contribute to the change ofAusstd at a later time due to
the slow diffusion process. However, some of the do
mains, even when they are located well inside survivin
bubbles, can be swept by the large boundary moveme
induced by the very fast relaxations ofT1 and T2 pro-
cesses as observed in the experiment for the whole du
tion of the coarsening of the froth. While it is difficult to
estimate the effect of these processes which are absen
the Potts models, it is possible that they are partly respo
sible for the discrepancy between the measuredu0  1.16
and the valueu0  1 as predicted by theq-state Potts
models [21] and recent simulations for the survivin
bubbles [22].

Thus far, we have discussed only the case where t
starting timest0 are in the scaling regime, wherekAstdl ~

t. However, it will be of interest for the case wheret0

is chosen outside the scaling regime. If all the dynamic
of soap froth evolution can be described by the evolutio
of average bubble area, and that this is the only physic
time scale relevant to the problem of unvisited sites, the
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the measured exponents should be the same even ift0 is
chosen outside of the scaling regime.
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